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Abstract: Over the last years, interoperability among resources has been emerged as one of 
the most challenging research topics. However, the commonality of the complexity of the 
architectures (e.g. heterogeneity) and the targets that each computational paradigm - 
including HPC, grids and clouds - aims to achieve (e.g. flexibility) remain the same. This is 
to efficiently orchestrate resources in a distributed computing fashion by bridging the gap 
among local and remote participants. Initially, this is closely related with the scheduling 
concept which is one of the most important issues for designing a cooperative resource 
management system, especially in large scale settings such as in grids and clouds. Within 
this context, meta-scheduling offers additional functionalities in the area of interoperable 
resource management, this is because of its great agility to handle sudden variations and 
dynamic situations in user demands. Accordingly, the case of inter-infrastructures, 
including InterCloud, entitle that the decentralised meta-scheduling scheme overcome 
issues like consolidated administration management, bottleneck and local information 
exposition. In this work, we detail the fundamental issues for developing an effective 
interoperable meta-scheduler for e-infrastructures in general and InterCloud in particular. 
Finally, we describe a simulation and experimental configuration based on real grid 
workload traces to demonstrate the interoperable setting as well as provide experimental 
results as part of a strategic plan for integrating future meta-schedulers. 
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1  Introduction 
In recent years, the clouds turn out to be one of the most promising computing paradigms 
that have emerged in terms of arisen expectation of distributed services including 
hardware and software (Chuang et al., 2011). This is because of clouds’ great capacity to 
offer scalable and rigid elastic services, which is one of the most closely scrutinised 
research areas in wide-scale computing systems (Kim, 2011, Peiris et al., 2011). In such 
environments, the vast computing resources, which reside at a remote location, offer on-
demand varied-priced flexible services, including hardware, software and developers’ 
platforms. The elastic level on demands availability could be leveraged towards an 
improved quality of service. In general cloud computing scales resources of data-centre 
in a satisfactory level of the quality of service (Petruch et al., 2011 Gong et al., 2010) yet 
there is a concern that when end-users number and/or resource demand increase, the 
capacity-oriented clouds (e.g. data or storage clouds) will reach their maximum service 
equilibrium (Sasikala et al., 2011, Buyya et al., 2010, Sotiriadis et al., 2011). This will 
pose new capability-oriented needs for optimising the overall quality of services among 
multi-clouds (Bessis et al., 2011a, 2011b).  
In this work, we take the view and define InterCloud of inter-collaborative and inter-
cooperative enterprises as a temporal auto-scaling resource formation in which services 
and resource exchange happen among various clouds but also amongst other e-
infrastructures as to augment service quality and provide a total satisfaction for a wide 
range of customer diverse requirements. Such e-infrastructures should include but not 
limited to clusters, grids, high performance and throughput computing. In general, the 
InterCloud approach expand the cloud capabilities in terms of services with the aim of 
achieving a wider distribution of resources, yet by retaining global resource utilisation 
equilibrium among various resource pools. In such settings, one of the most important 
design issues for an inter-collaborative cloud is the resource scheduling strategy with 
respect to its local cloud data-centre scheduling plan. 
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Figure 1 The meta-scheduling schemes 
 
Specifically, the approach implies that a locally located resource could participate in 
the on-demand resource selection process at both local (intra-) and global (inter-) scale. 
This is to manage the resource selection, demand allocation and queuing of user tasks 
(jobs) at a local level by considering the characteristics of the actual system (centralised 
or decentralised) as well as the temporarily risen requirements of the desired scheduling 
case as demonstrated in Figure 1. In previous works (Bessis et al., 2011a, 2011b, 
Sotiriadis et al., 2011) we have presented a comparative study of various schedulers. We 
have deliberated that the meta-computing paradigm, hence meta-scheduling, has proven 
to be the most appropriate solution, because of its great flexibility when handling the 
complex requirements of each inter-cooperative system. Consequently, this work 
contains the critical issues for developing a strategic plan for scheduling job tasks in 
InterCloud environments including scheduling, simulation and testing. The next sections 
present the motivation, the state-of-the-art review of the related approaches, the 
requirements analysis and the simulation, configuration and experimentation issues of the 
study. 
2 Motivation 
The cloud paradigm shares several commonalities with other technologies including grid 
and utility computing by combining their most important characteristics in order to offer 
a variety of services i.e. infrastructure as a service etc. (Kim, 2011). Clearly, the key 
features of these technologies could contribute towards interoperable infrastructures 
when additional complexity is added to clouds – in the case of InterCloud – by 
considering the meta-scheduling paradigms (Sotiriadis et al., 2012). For example, the grid 
characteristic of resource geographical distribution and the use of virtualisation 
technology in utility computing highlight new requirements for clouds. Similarly, in case 
of inter-enterprises of cloud-to-cloud and/or cloud-to-grid, also known as InterCloud, 
new requirements are required for achieving optimum scheduling performance. 
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In general, InterCloud could be considered as a wide research effort in which issues 
such as resource discovery, allocation and scheduling are quite the most important. In this 
work we only focus on the job scheduling aspect for distributed environments (grids and 
clouds) so deliberately, we aim to identify schedulers that are easy to adopt within 
InterCloud e-infrastructures. However, one of the most important criterion for our 
selection is the dynamics of a system as the unpredictability of resources is high and as 
described in Huang et al., 2011, Korkhov et al., 2009 and Wang et al., 2010. This is to 
say that dynamic-ness of a meta-scheduling approach forms the basis of our research. 
Specifically, static-ness in scheduling is defined as the approach in which all the 
decisions are done prior to the execution of the schedule. On the other hand, dynamic-
ness allows decisions during the execution time. This enables the consideration of 
unforeseen situations that may occur in large-scale, fluid type of e-infrastructures. Thus, 
the generic problem area of the research study is motivated by the dynamically changed 
nature of an InterCloud and e-infrastructure (infrastructure from now on) environments.  
During the past years scheduling within uncertain environments in terms of scale (e.g. 
grids) has been extensible studied. A great variety of scheduling algorithms (centralised 
or distributed) have been proposed by Andrade et al., 2003, aiming to a more flexible and 
efficient operation. However Buyya et al., 2010, suggest that when things come to 
developments and use-cases aiming at testing a realistic solution it turns to be impossible 
to design such tools. This is mainly because of important characteristics such as support 
for dynamic scheduling are not considered. In addition, the clear problem is that the 
actual requirements are not known in advance, which may cause a change of the initial 
conditions and chosen parameters. Thus, the strategy for developing such solutions 
should be fully automated, and flexible in terms of considering dynamic metrics as much 
as possible. 
 In this work, we identify those metrics on the basis of a literature study about various 
meta-scheduling approaches. In particular, those metrics that are closely related to the 
distributed meta-scheduling scheme. This is because the latter is concerned with the 
distribution of jobs across independent sites in distinct administrative areas. The 
decentralisation aims to overcome the common problems such as the single point of 
failure and bottleneck of the cloud environments caused by a central instance that has a 
solely responsibility for handling all jobs and request. Thus, we anticipate that the 
distributed meta-scheduling approach where various local resource management systems 
(LRMS) will deploy their own meta-scheduling strategies for job delegations and 
executions. We continue by discussing the most common meta-approaches for 
identifying the most crucial characteristics that lead to the fundamental requirements. 
Therefore, a discussion of scheduling topologies (centralised, hierarchical and 
decentralised) which are applicable for meta-computing settings is presented next. 
Specifically, by analysing their advantages and drawbacks the state-of-the-art aims to 
identify characteristics and commented research gaps towards an InterCloud set-up. 
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3 Related Works 
In recent years, the InterCloud as a term has been emphasised by the leading vendors in 
cloud services area such as HP, Intel, Yahoo, etc. (Calheiros et al., 2011). It is noticeable 
that their state-of-the-art efforts have led to the establishment of a federation of 
collaborated clouds with joint initiatives. However, this vendor-oriented endeavour of 
InterCloud has a specific control plane rather than a setting that it is based on future 
standards and open interfaces which are available to be shared in the academic 
community. In addition, knowledge sharing, experimentation and testing within their 
systems have been limited to the wide range of researchers. In contrast to aforementioned 
work, the vision of InterCloud as an inter-cooperative infrastructure including inter-
enterprises has been introduced by Buyya et al., 2011 yet from a federated perspective. 
They suggest a utility-oriented federation of various cloud computing environments. 
They conclude to a business model of system architecture including the most important 
elements (requirements) of InterCloud in terms of complete system components. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the aforementioned works deal directly 
with the meta-scheduling concept of interoperable clouds, thus the literature review 
emphasis is on the scheduling concept of jobs in high dynamic environments. The family 
of job scheduling problems has been extensively studied in distributed computing 
literature and thus, it is considered beyond of the scope of the study. The aim herein is on 
specific topologies that could be adapted in scheduling in InterCloud and share a 
common aim; addressing dynamic situations in large-scale collaborative settings 
(Bouafra et al.,2011). In the context of meta-scheduling three topologies are identified 
from the literature namely centralised, hierarchical and distributed meta-scheduling. 
Next, a discussion of each topology along with various schedulers is presented starting 
with the centralised and hierarchical scheme and concludes to the most challenging the 
distributed (also known as decentralised). 
3.1 Centralised & hierarchical meta-scheduling 
In the centralised model meta-scheduling happens directly by a central instance (Xhafa et 
al., 2010) which maintains information of all resources. Each time new jobs are 
submitted; the centralised meta-scheduler either sends the jobs for execution or in the 
case that execution cannot start, due to inaccessibility, arranges the jobs in a queue. 
Specifically, the resources do not perform scheduling decisions but only act as 
dispatchers while the local sites inform the meta-scheduler for job completion and 
availability of computational resources.  
Starting from the late 1990s efforts in meta-computing mainly target the identification 
of the best possible scheduling algorithm. The great advantage of this method is that the 
central administration has a complete knowledge of the actual environment, so common 
concerns in scheduling such as starvation could be easily predicted. In addition, the meta-
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scheduler assigns jobs constantly to the best possible resource for execution by selected 
jobs from a pool list vector. This is the main reason that centralised works claim to offer 
very good performance results (Shah et al., 2007). However, for each centralised meta-
scheduler a local system administrator maintains the complete control, thus making 
systems’ dynamic changes reasonable only in small scale settings. When the environment 
extends, issues like bottleneck and single point failure make them impractical. Having 
said that, high dynamics are very important to be overlooked (Huang et al., 2011). 
Consequently, the centralised scheduling scheme doesn’t offer the full functionalities 
desired from an InterCloud scenario. This is because a more complex and sophisticated 
solution should be involved. The hierarchical meta-scheduling scheme is analogous to the 
aforementioned centralised scheduling. In this multi-administrative domain scheme, jobs 
are submitted to a central instance of the meta-scheduler which hierarchically 
communicates with other hosts that have their local schedulers with different policies. In 
general, this solution is considered as more advanced as compared to the centralised ones 
(Iosup et al., 2008).  
In general, the hierarchical scheduling scheme has not been fully utilised by 
developers, mainly because it offers identical advantages and drawbacks to a centralised 
scheduler. To conclude, both approaches, centralised and decentralised, always offer 
remarkable results, and it could be a good practise to use them as a basis of comparison 
when developing highly dynamic distributed meta-schedulers for large scale 
environments. In the next section the distributed meta-scheduling topology and a variety 
of related scheduling approaches are discussed. With this in mind, the centralised and 
hierarchical scheduling scheme is considered as insufficient in serving the desired 
InterCloud scenario mainly because of their low capacity for handling interoperability 
and dynamics.  
3.2 Distributed (Decentralised) meta-scheduling 
The distributed meta-scheduling scheme originally defines that each resource has a local 
and a meta-scheduler. Thus jobs are directly submitted to a meta-scheduler and the last 
one decides to which local scheduler to relocate it. In the simplest of the cases, meta-
schedulers query each other at regular intervals so as to collect current computational 
load data (Butt et al., 2003), and to find the site with the lowest load for transferring the 
job. This solution is the more advanced and complex as compared to centralised and 
hierarchical schemes as it is more scalable and flexible. Specifically, the meta-scheduler 
has a partial and instantaneous knowledge of the environment. This incomplete 
knowledge based solution is more realistic and usually related to granularity of the 
system. In contrast, centralised and hierarchical schedulers have a complete knowledge of 
the actual resource infrastructure. This includes the number of hosts, number of jobs 
submitted, the workload of each hosts, and the topology of the system.  
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In contrast, in the distributed scheme, this information is incomplete and the jobs 
received from the meta-scheduler are assigned to the local scheduler of the same or a 
different host. As all the jobs are submitted locally the distributed scheme allows jobs to 
be transferred to remote hosts for achieving better local resource utilisation, thus leading 
to global load equilibrium. The distributed or decentralised meta-scheduling approach 
could offer significant enhancement towards the InterCloud scheduling decision mainly 
because of its great ability with interoperability issues. In view of that, next we include a 
brief discussion of the most common distributed meta-scheduling algorithms that have 
been studied over the years in academia as presented in Sotiriadis et al., 2012. Starting 
with the work of Weissman et al., 1996, they propose a wide-area scheduling system 
based on a local resource management system (LRMS) and a wide-area scheduler. Each 
member of the site has to instantiate a) the LRMS which manage the local resources and 
b) the wide-area scheduler (WA) which achieves a global scheduling. In Anand et al., 
1999 authors discuss a decentralised dynamic algorithm namely estimated load 
information scheduling algorithm. The method first estimates the load awaiting service 
(queue length) at the neighbourhood processors and secondly reschedules the loads at the 
current resource based on these estimates.  
The work of Frerot et al., 2000 present a model namely federation of distributed 
resource traders and parallelise jobs submissions to user defined services. By coupling 
several resources to providers the resource trader acts on a similar fashion as to a meta-
scheduler as the intermediary among consumers and providers. The authors of Subramani 
et al., 2011 demonstrate a distributed computing scheduling model which “adapts to 
changes in global resource usage” (Shah et al., 2007). The key idea of the meta-scheduler 
is to redundantly distribute each job to multiple sites, instead of sending the job to the 
most lightly loaded. In (Butt et al., 2003) authors present a model for connecting various 
Condor work pools which yields to a self-organising flock of Condors. This work is more 
focused in the area of resource discovery by using a P2P routing Pastry model.  
Andrade, 2003, proposes a scheduling infrastructure based on the bag-of-tasks 
applications called OurGrid. The OurGrid is a collection of peers constituting a 
community. Lai et al., 2004, discusses a market-based resource allocation system in 
which the scheduling mechanism is based on auctions. Each resource provider or owner 
runs an auction for his resources. The work of Shah, 2007, suggests two scheduling 
algorithms namely the modified ELISA (or MELISA) and the load balancing on arrival. 
Both algorithms are based on the distributed scheme of sender-initiated load balancing. 
Their difference is in the grid scaling as MELISA works better in large scale systems, and 
load balancing on arrival works well with small scale environments. Iosup, 2008, 
discusses the delegated matchmaking (DMM) approach as a novel delegated technique 
which allows the interconnection of several grids without requiring the operation of 
central control point by temporarily bind local resources to remote resources.  
In a similar vein, De Assuncao et al., 2008, present a model for the InterGrid as a 
sustainable system. The authors first discuss on existing research studies with the aim of 
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creating national and continental grids. Leal et al., 2009, present a decentralised model 
for addressing scheduling issues in federated grids. This solution proposes the utilisation 
of the GridWay; a meta-scheduler to each grid infrastructure of the federated grid. The 
method is an alternative to the centralised setting. The work of Rodero et al., 2010, 
discusses the problem of broker selection in multiple grid scenarios by describing and 
evaluating several scheduling techniques. In particular, a system entity e.g. hosts and grid 
virtual organisations are represented as meta-brokers which might behave as gateways. 
Wang et al., 2010, suggest the problem of overloading by suggesting an alternative mean 
of resource selection called bidding. They claim that there is no global information 
available in a dynamic environment e.g. grid and cloud, bidding cannot facilitate 
optimum decision.  
The work of Huang et al., 2011, introduces a decentralised dynamic scheduling 
approach called community aware scheduling algorithm (CASA). The CASA functions 
as a two phase scheduling decision and contains a collection of sub-algorithms to 
facilitate job scheduling across decentralised distributed nodes Finally, Buyya et al., 2010 
introduce a model for InterCloud by focusing on the generic architectural issues, 
including the broker and the coordinator of clouds. The actual scheduling algorithm is a 
simple time and space-shared solution. To conclude, this section presented the related 
scheduling approaches with the aim of identifying the key characteristics of the meta-
scheduling. A detailed evaluation of selected approaches is presented in Sotiriadis et al., 
2011. Next, we present the actual requirements as drawn from the literature. 
4 Requirements analysis 
The meta-scheduling scheme has proven to be a very promising approach because of its 
capability to handle efficiently scalability and flexibility issues in large scale resource 
pools. Various approaches have been discussed in section 4, and each one has been 
developed to address different requirements. Thus, it could be said that meta-scheduling 
schemes are classified according to their effectiveness in bridging the gap of resource 
amongst large scale and various size infrastructures. In our case – scheduling in 
InterCloud – centralised and hierarchical solutions are considered impractical for such 
settings. This is because issues like unique administration management, single point 
failure, and local resource management dependencies could lead to crucial complications 
for the whole environment. That is the reason because the majority of the meta-
scheduling approaches have been developed in a decentralised fashion. 
The following discussion summarises the most important characteristics that could 
lead to the identification of relevant requirements of this study. The specific 
characteristics are derived from the cross-evaluation of various works as presented in 
Bessis et al., 2011a, 2011b. Heterogeneous pool of resources is recognised as one of the 
crucial subjects in various cases e.g. Wang et al., 2010, Andrade et al., 2003. However, 
the literature study shows that tentative results from the aforementioned works confirm a 
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low appreciation of the heterogeneity issue during experimentation.  The interoperability 
and flexibility between local and meta-schedulers is subject to the requirements posed by 
the desired scenario. In any case both issues are considered in various works by either 
supporting scheduling autonomy as in (Weissman et al., 1996), temporary binding 
amongst resources and jobs (Iosup et al., 2011). The dynamic-ness of the infrastructure 
environment is a critical property when developing an interoperable meta-scheduler. 
Various works attempt to solve meta-scheduling issues derived from the unpredictability 
of a dynamic changing environment as in Leal et al., 2009, which consider past 
performance requirements for forecasting new objectives. Similarly, Huang et al., 2011, 
present a meta-scheduling tactic that doesn’t expose internal node information and based 
on nodes’ real time responses.. In contrast with those solutions, non-dynamic approaches 
such as Iosup et al., 2011 and Leal et al., 2009 assume a steady-state setting during 
simulation. In the latter approach, authors suggest a delegated matchmaking procedure in 
which resources are matched temporarily to remote resources.  
The geographical distribution of different pool of resources is considered in most of 
the works as they all include meta-scheduling for grid environments. Specifically, Frerot 
et al., 2000, present scheduling strategies for geographically distributed resource pools 
e.g. grid virtual organisations. Normally, this issue is part of the overall objective, the 
distributed meta-scheduling of jobs. Inter-collaboration for sharing resources and/or jobs 
amongst same and/or different infrastructures e.g. grid virtual organisations and HPC, 
grids and clouds is usually neglected as the complexity in such settings is exponentially 
rising mainly because of the additional requirements. Specifically, the works of De 
Assuncao et al., 2009 aiming to an inter-grid of interlinking grid collaborated islands 
using peering arrangements.  
The rescheduling concept and advance reservation mechanism are commonly used in 
various cases for iteratively improve the performance of the scheduling process. 
Specifically, in Huang et al., 2011 authors claim that during a rescheduling phase a 
notable improvement has been observed in the scheduling performance. Equally, Leal et 
al., 2009, suggest that by utilising an advance reservation mechanisms based on previous 
works performance measures, a significant enhancement in performance has also being 
observed. However, the authors suggest that the overhead during training may be 
increased in terms of large scale job input. Finally, decoupling, on the other hand decides 
the delegation of jobs from site to site without connecting resources.. Using an 
evolutionary computation method optimise workload exchanging. Similarly, Rodero et 
al., 2010, presents a policy that considers dynamic performance metrics, based on 
backfilling uses dynamic performance information and finally Huang et al., 2011, 
performs scheduling of jobs based on dynamic real time node responses. To conclude, a 
detailed analysis on meta-scheduling algorithms has been discussed. The next section 
presents the simulation model of the interoperable approach, including different 
simulation prototypes of HPC, grid and cloud. 
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5 Simulation set-up 
The section aims of identifying the simulation environments that fulfil the problem 
specification namely as dynamic job scheduling in collaborative Clouds. Specifically, an 
InterCloud meta-scheduler essentially requires a high dynamic, heterogeneous and 
decoupled simulation environment as discussed in previous section. In addition, the 
support of cloud features such as virtualisation is vital to the final design decision. The 
work includes the next discussion of most common simulators by presenting their 
advantages and drawbacks and their applicability to the specific scenario. 
Several simulation environments have been developed over the recent years for 
offering advanced scheduling decisions. This alternative solution to the real-world 
scheduling systems allows researchers to evaluate the hypothesis prior to the software 
development and implementation process in order to test the actual behaviour of the 
system in several scenarios, metrics and criteria. However, different scheduling criteria 
and metrics are utilised from developers for running experiments for various scenarios. 
To this extend, in the case of this research, scheduling in InterCloud; it has been proposed 
by (Calheiros et al., 2011) that none of the conventional schemes as SimGrid (Casanova 
et al., 2001) and GridSim (Gallardo et al., 2009) which are mainly event-driven 
simulators, could address directly the cloud modelling requirements (e.g. support of 
virtualisation, dynamics, heterogeneity and loosely-couple-ness).  
In parallel, the work in Klusacek et al., 2010, evaluate various simulation frameworks 
e.g. GangSim and SimGrid and conclude that although the aforesaid toolkits offer grid 
simulation capabilities, none of these could support directly the posed requirements 
(application and infrastructure) arising from cloud computing and especially for 
InterCloud. Accordingly, efficient simulation machine that offers dynamic scheduling 
decisions such as the Alea (Klusacek et al., 2010) SmartGRID (Huang et al., 2008), and 
the CloudSim (Calheiros et al., 2011) first incorporate and then extend conventional 
simulator schemes by integrating dynamics. For instance, Alea that is based on GridSim 
extends functionality for handling dynamic situations. In addition, SmartGrid is based on 
Alea and GridSim which both bring “the modelling of different kinds of essential grid 
components, such as grid jobs with various parameters, heterogeneous grid resources, and 
grid users” (Klusacek et al., 2010). Finally, CloudSim , originally bases its design in 
GridSim, however it includes important features for modelling and simulating large scale 
clouds data centres, virtualised servers, customised policies, energy-aware computational 
resources, federated clouds, user-defined policies and dynamic insertion of simulation 
elements. To conclude, our experiments will be performed in various simulation 
environments such as Alea, SmartGRID and CloudSim. This is because they offer 
appropriate simulation environments for the evaluation study of the proposed InterCloud 
scheduler. 
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5.1 The simulated architecture integration and algorithms 
The integrated cooperative infrastructure consists of five components namely as the 
Broker who is responsible for inputting jobs within the system on behalf of a user, the 
Cloud Interface which is responsible for redirecting the same workload amount (in our 
case with input size 1.45%) to firstly a HPC or HTC infrastructure (simulated with the 
Alea), secondly to a Grid computing infrastructure (simulated with the MaGate) and 
thirdly in a Cloud system (simulated with the CloudSim). 
Specifically, each simulation environment contains a number of local resource 
management systems (LRMS). For our experiment we utilise the first come first serve 
(FCFS), the earliest deadline first (EDF), the EASY Backfilling and the hybrid EASY 
Backfilling with EDF as LRMS in the Alea simulator. Similarly the MaGate implements 
four scenarios as discussed in the literature that could run in FCFS, Shortest Job First 
(SJF) and EASY backfilling schedulers. Finally, the CloudSim executes cloudlets (jobs) 
in twofold, firstly the scheduling decision is affected by the way in which VMs are 
allocated within hosts and secondly by the delegation of cloudlets in the VMs. Both cases 
are executed in FCFS fashion with either space-shared or time-shared scheduling tactic 
(Buyya et al., 2010).Figure 2 illustrates the integrated system that contains all the 
components of the system. The next section contains the integration of the scheduling 
pseudo-code for the Cloud Interface, the HPC and HTC, Grid and Cloud settings. 
Figure 2 The cooperating infrastructure of HPC, Grids and Clouds
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5.1.1 The Cloud Interface 
The Cloud Interface scenario implies to a centralised scheduling case of redirecting the 
same job input in the three different schedulers. This includes various algorithms 
implemented in the simulation machine will allow the extraction of the primary data-set 
that it will be that base of experimentation. 
1: Integrated Cloud Interface 
Require:  Wi : the initial jobs number of the workload archive 
Jobsi: the total number of jobs 
Wperi: the percentage of the workload 
Jobsperi: the jobs according to the experiment workload percentage 
Pooli: the resource pool (number of clusters and nodes) 
Messagestart: the start execution message 
Messageresults: the job delegated results come directly from the remote   scheduler 
Confi: the configuration file contains the experiment data (total PEs, memory etc.) 
ResultsInfrai: the results from each infrastructure 
CloudInterface: the Cloud Interface 
Require:   HPC(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi): the HPC simulation setting (implemented with Alea) 
Grid(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi):the Grid simulation setting (implemented with MaGate) 
Cloud(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi): the Cloud simulation setting (implemented with CloudSim) 
Compare(ResultsInfrai): the comparison of results for identifying best execution times 
Require: Send message(), Get message() 
1:   for jobsi = {i, i++, n}  Wi do 
2: Jobsi * Wperi → Jobsperi 
3:    for all Jobsperi do 
4:   Send Message(Jobsperi) to HPC(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi),  
5:  Grid(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi),  
6:  Cloud(Jobsperi, Pooli, Confi) 
7:  Get MessageresultsHPC MessageresultsGrid MessageresultsCloud 
8:    for all Messageresults do  
9:     Compare(ResultsInfrai) 
13:  end for 
16:  end for 
The above pseudo-code includes the functionality of the Cloud Interface. The last one 
is responsible for collecting data from the broker (who acts on behalf of a user) and 
redirects a message with a common configuration setting to each of the three simulators. 
Finally, the results return in an asynchronous sequence back to the interface that 
compares best execution times (for further evaluation) and send results (first come first 
send) back to the user through the broker. 
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5.1.2 The HPC Simulation 
The HPC simulation is implemented within the Alea simulator and contains four LRMS. 
The following pseudo-code illustrates the functionality of the system when a job 
submission arrives in the Alea scheduler. 
2: The HPC, HTC Scheduler (Alea) 
Require: Wperi: the percentage of the workload 
Jobsperi: the jobs according to the experiment workload percentage 
Pooli: the resource pool (number of clusters and nodes) 
Messagestart: the start execution message 
Messageresults: the job delegated results come directly from the remote scheduler 
Confi: the configuration file contains the experiment data (total PEs, memory etc.) 
ResultsAlea: the results from each infrastructure 
Algorithmi: the LRMS algorithm (e.g. FCFS etc.) 
Require:   AlgorithmList{FCFS, EDF, EASY, EDF -EASY}: the algorithm list (four in our case) 
StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi): the start simulation trigger 
Get ExTime(): the total execution time of each job submission (scheduling uptime) 
 Get UtilisationPerc(): the percentage of utilisation level for each cluster (node) 
Require:  Send message(), Get message() 
1: Get message(Jobsperi,, Confi)   
2: for Jobsperi = {i, i++, n}  Wperi do 
3:  StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi) 
4:     for all Algorithmi ={i, i++, j}  AlgorithmList{FCFS, EDF, EASY, EDF -EASY} do 
5:    StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi)  
6:   Get ExTime(Algorithmi) 
7:   Get UtilisationPerc(Algorithmi) 
8:   Send message(ResultsAlea, CloudInterface)  
9:    end for 
10:  end for 
The above pseudo-code includes the instantiation of the Alea simulator. The last one 
gets the configuration data from the Cloud Interface and starts the simulation. Finally, the 
results are send back to the Cloud Interface for interpretation. 
 
5.1.3 The Grid Simulation 
The Grid simulation is implemented within the MaGate simulator which contains three 
local scheduling algorithms (FCFS, SJF and EASY backfilling). In addition the MaGate 
implements four simulation scenarios to perform experiments in complete and partial 
knowledge domain. The following pseudo-code illustrates the functionality of the system 
when a job submission arrives in the MaGate scheduler. 
3: The Grid Scheduler (MaGate) 
Require:  Wperi: the percentage of the workload 
Jobsperi: the jobs according to the experiment workload percentage 
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Pooli: the resource pool (number of clusters and nodes) 
Messagestart: the start execution message 
Messageresults: the job delegated results come directly from the remote scheduler 
Confi: the configuration file contains the experiment data (total PEs, memory etc.) 
ResultsAlea: the results from each infrastructure 
Scenarioi: the specific scenario 
Require:   AlgorithmList{FCFS, EDF, EASY, EDF -EASY}: the algorithm list (four in our case) 
ScenarioList {S1, S2, S3, S4}: the scenarios list (four scenarios) 
StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi): the start simulation trigger 
Get ExTime(): the total execution time of each job submission (scheduling uptime) 
 Get UtilisationPerc(): the percentage of utilisation level for each cluster (node) 
Require:   Send message(), Get message() 
1: Get message(Jobsperi,, Confi)   
2: for Jobsperi = {i, i++, n}  Wperi do 
3:  StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi) 
4:     for all Scenarioi ={i, i++, j}  ScenarioList {S1, S2, S3, S4} do 
5:    StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi)  
6:   for all Algorithmi ={i, i++, j}  ScenarioList {S1, S2, S3, S4} do 
5:     Get ExTime(Algorithmi) 
7:    Get UtilisationPerc(Algorithmi) 
8:    Send message(ResultsAlea, CloudInterface)  
9:    end for 
10:  end for 
The above pseudo-code includes the job delegation of a job submission within the 
MaGate simulator. After the completion, the results are sending back to the Cloud 
Interface for interpretation. 
 
5.1.4 The Cloud Simulation 
The cloud simulation is implemented within the CloudSim simulator which contains two 
local scheduling algorithms (FCFS in space and time shared fashion). In addition the 
Cloudsim implements two simulation scheduling cases for performing experiments in 
scheduling of VMs to Hosts and cloudlets to VMs. The following pseudo-code illustrates 
the functionality of the simulator. 
4: The Cloud scheduler (CloudSim) 
Require:  Wperi: the percentage of the workload 
Jobsperi: the jobs according to the experiment workload percentage 
Pooli: the resource pool (number of clusters and nodes) 
Messagestart: the start execution message 
Messageresults: the job delegated results come directly from the remote scheduler 
Confi: the configuration file contains the experiment data (total PEs, memory etc.) 
ResultsAlea: the results from each infrastructure 
VMScheduler: the VM to hosts scheduling algorithms 
VMSchi: a specific the scheduling decision 
CloudletScheduleri: the cloudlet to VM scheduler 
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Algorithmi: the LRMS algorithm (e.g. FCFS SS) 
Require:   LRMS {FCFS SS, FCFS TS}: the LRMS scheduler (SS: Space, TS: Time shared) 
StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi): the start simulation trigger 
Get ExTime(): the total execution time of each job submission (scheduling uptime) 
 Get UtilisationPerc(): the percentage of utilisation level for each cluster (node) 
Require: Send message(), Get message() 
1: Get message(Jobsperi,, Confi)   
2: for Jobsperi = {i, i++, n}  Wperi do 
3:  StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi) 
4:     for all VMSchi ={i, i++, j}  VMScheduler do 
5:    StartSimulation (Jobsperi,, Confi)  
6:   for all CloudletScheduleri ={i, i++, j}  LRMS {FCFS SS, FCFS TS} do 
5:     Get ExTime(Algorithmi) 
7:    Get UtilisationPerc(Algorithmi) 
8:    Send message(ResultsAlea, CloudInterface)  
9:    end for 
10:  end for 
To conclude the above pseudo-code includes the job delegation of a job submission 
within the CloudSim simulator. After the completion, the results are sending back to the 
Cloud Interface for interpretation. 
 
5.2 Experimental results 
In this work, we utilise three simulation frameworks namely as Alea, MaGate and 
CloudSim in order to perform experiments based on real job workload archives and 
synthetic. Specifically, for the cases of Alea and Magate we use real workload traces 
from the Grid Workload Archives (GWA website) and for doing experiments in 
CloudSim we use a synthetic configuration identical to the real workload. All three 
simulation environments allow experiments in distributed systems; however each one has 
been developed for different purpose.  
Alea utilises a centralised queue-based advanced scheduling technique for scheduling 
jobs in grid and cluster-oriented settings. MaGate, is a simulator supporting real grid 
workload traces by incorporating a dynamic scheduling algorithm implemented within 
four different static and dynamic scenarios. Finally, CloudSim is a simulation 
environment that offers Cloud embedded functionalities e.g. generation of datacentres, 
virtual machines (VM), and hosts. In addition, CloudSim has a significant difference with 
both aforementioned frameworks by supporting two fold scheduling, firstly the way in 
which VMs are orchestrated by hosts, and secondly the cloudlets (jobs) queuing of user 
demands within the VMs of host. 
The aim of this experiment is to test the performance of each environment in terms of 
execution time of certain job traces based on the fact that each scheduling simulator has 
been implemented for different environments.  From the perspective of scheduling, Alea 
initially simulates centralised scheduling for the case of a small scale infrastructure of 
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collaborated nodes of grid clusters in which each node has a complete knowledge of their 
domain. Secondly, MaGate simulates a large scale scheduling that uses nodes real time 
responses during the scheduling by incorporating static, dynamic and re-scheduling 
scenarios. At last, CloudSim simulates jobs submitted to a cloud datacentre and executed 
by virtual machines which are instantiated within the cloud hosts. This setting, by default, 
includes scheduling in two dimensions; the space shared (by assigning CPU cores to 
specific VMS) and time shared (dynamically distribute the capacity of a core among 
VMs) in first come first served fashion. 
Figure 3 Cloud cooperative setting 
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For measuring the performance of each simulation setting the study uses as a 
comparison metric the execution time of jobs (execution time in Alea, scheduling uptime 
in MaGate and scheduling time in CloudSim) by utilising the scheduling algorithms as 
implemented within the simulator. Alea includes various algorithms e.g. the FCFS, easy 
backfilling, earliest deadline first and the hybrid earliest deadline first with backfilling. 
Equally, for the MaGate scheduler, the community aware scheduling algorithm is tested 
in the FCFS, shortest job first and easy backfilling scheduling algorithms. In addition the 
CASA implements four different scenarios, in the first one each node in the pool receives 
the same amount of jobs which are eventually handled by the LRMS of each node, in the 
second centralised scenario the jobs are submitted to a unique centralised meta-scheduler 
which has a detailed knowledge of total PEs and PEs at any given time of each remote 
node.  In the third decentralised scenario each node adopts a complete knowledge of the 
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remote nodes. Also, the nodes don’t have a detailed knowledge of PEs of other nodes, so 
the CASA will be evaluated for job delegation behaviours. Fourthly, the decentralised 
scenario with partial knowledge of the resource discovery service each node has 
knowledge of certain remote nodes for delegating jobs (in the case of the AuverGrid 
input file 2 of total 5 clusters).  Finally, the space-shared and time-shared in FCFS 
fashion within multiple cores are utilised for scheduling decisions in the CloudSim 
framework. Before discussing the further actions of the actual experiment, it is essential 
to present the static schedulers (e.g. FCFS) which their target is to assign tasks (processes 
or gridlets or cloudlets) to CPU cycles through a ready queue. 
Having discussed that, we conclude that the assumption is to compare the 
performance of each setting based on their default schedulers by evaluating their 
execution and simulation times when the experiment is based on the same configuration 
input job file of a specific grid workloads archives namely as AuverGrid, 2011. This is a 
production grid platform consisting of 5 clusters in the region of France with a total value 
of 456 processing elements (PEs). Our target aim is to measure each environment (Alea: 
HPC, and cluster based, MaGate: Decentralised Grid, CloudSim: Cloud simulation 
platform) simulation when the same job input enters within a common cloud interface as 
described in Figure 3. It should be mentioned that each simulator at this time has the 
same configuration (5 clusters of total 456 PEs).  
Figure 4 Total job execution times for different algorithms 
 
The experiment uses 6000 jobs of total 404.176 (1.5%) of the AuverGrid workload 
trace file for each of the simulation setting. In addition, within each environment a 
horizontal cooperation (intra) happens by allowing jobs to run in different clusters. Table 
1 presents the scheduling algorithms and their execution times for the case of FCFS job 
queues. 
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Table 1 Scheduling algorithms and their execution times for AuverGrid job input of 1.45%  
Scheduling Algorithm Total job execution time 
ALEA FCFS 43726 
MaGate Scenario 1 266445 
MaGate Scenario 2 26711 
MaGate Scenario 3 266445 
MaGate Scenario 4 26711 
CloudSim VMs: 1 145440 
 
As illustrated in the table 1 the best job execution time is for the Alea FCFS 
scheduling queue (43726 ms.) while the MaGate scenario 1 and 3 have the worst time. 
Figure 4 illustrates the total job execution times from table 1. Based on the above values 
the following mathematic formulae (1) demonstrates the analogy of job execution for the 
configuration of 5 clusters of total 476 PEs when 1.45% of the AuverGrid grid workload 
archive enter in the interoperable cloud interface. Specifically, in the function  the   
denotes the simulation environment (xa for the Alea, xβ  for the MaGate, and xγ  for 
CloudSim) while the i represents the number of jobs to be run within its.  The ca, cβ, and 
cγ denote the coefficient values for the Alea for the MaGate for CloudSim respectively 
(the total job input is same.). 𝒇 𝒙𝒊 = 𝟕.𝟐𝟗 ∗ 𝒙𝒂 ∗ 𝒄𝒂 ∙ 𝟒𝟒.𝟓𝟏 ∗ 𝒙𝜷 ∗ 𝒄𝜷 ∙ 𝟐𝟒.𝟐𝟒 ∗ 𝒙𝜸 ∗ 𝒄𝜸  (1) 
As derived from (1) the next formulae (2) illustrates a generic function of the 
workload for a different input workload archive (e.g. the Grid5000) where pi is given 
from the mathematic formulae (3) and .is the coefficient value of the workload 
percentage. 𝒇 𝒙𝒊 = 𝒑𝒂 ∗ 𝒙𝒂 ∗ 𝒄𝒊 ∙ 𝒑𝜷 ∗ 𝒙𝜷 ∗ 𝒄𝒊 ∙ 𝒑𝜸 ∗ 𝒙𝜸 ∗ 𝒄𝒊                 (2)  𝒑𝒊 = 𝒆𝒙𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝑻𝒊𝒎𝒆𝑷𝒆𝒓𝑳𝑹𝑴𝑺𝒊 𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒌𝒍𝒐𝒂𝒅𝒄𝒊𝒊𝟎               (3)  
To conclude, this section presents a simulation configuration that demonstrates the 
collaboration of different infrastructures and their simulation environments. It is apparent 
from formulae (1) that the Alea simulator offers the best job execution results, when all 
nodes (5 clusters) are utilised. Similarly, the CloudSim simulator also presents some good 
results by utilising only one VM per node. In contrast, MaGate scheduler does not offer 
exceptional results because each scenario is implemented with the assumption that 2 out 
of 5 total nodes accept jobs concurrently. Also, it incorporates the partial knowledge 
functionality and the real time responses of nodes in contrast with Alea and CloudSim. 
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Table 2 demonstrates the best execution times when different algorithms have been 
implemented when the same job input (1.45%) enters the common Cloud interface. 
Table 2 Scheduling algorithms and their best execution times for AuverGrid job input of 1.45%  
Scheduling Algorithm Execution Time 
ALEA FCFS 43380 
MaGate EASY Scenario 4 267110 
CloudSim VMs: 50 1296 
CloudSim 5 DCs 10 VMs:  29160 
 
Figure 5 Total job execution times for different algorithms and CloudSim settings 
 
 
Figure 6 Cloud cooperative setting in AuverGrid input (1.45% workload) 
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Specifically, the Alea uses the FCFS, MaGate the EASY backfilling, and CloudSim 
uses the FCFS space-shares in two cases. The first experiment generates 50 VMs per 
node, while the second one contains 5 datacentres which generate 10 VMs per host. 
Figure 5 illustrates the aforementioned specification environment. In addition, figure 6 
illustrates the cloud cooperative setting based on the cloud environment of 5 data centers. 
 
Figure 7 MaGate performance in AuverGrid and Grid5000  traces 
 
Finally, for illustrating the behaviour of the MaGate scheduler in large scale and 
heterogeneous settings we compare the simulation results when the FCFS scheduling 
execute jobs in the AuverGrid traces (404.176 jobs with 10% load) (GWA web site) 
configuration and the Grid5000 (1.020.195 jobs with 10% load) (GWA web site). The 
last one is an experimental geographically distributed grid platform consisting of 9 sites 
which each one is comprised by one or several clusters, for a total of 15 clusters 
(including heterogeneous machines) inside Grid5000. As we can see from figure 7, the 
MaGate improves the real-time scheduling significantly for the SJF algorithm and when 
the system is heterogeneous and extended in size as happened with the Grid5000 dataset. 
 
6 Conclusion and future work 
This study has been focused on the InterCloud meta-scheduling by presenting an analysis 
of the requirements and the future prospect for developing a novel meta-scheduler. 
Specifically, this work includes a state-of-the-art review  towards the InterCloud 
scheduling including a discussion on the relevant technologies.  By providing an 
overview of the problem area, the work presents the generic characteristics of cloud 
systems and the requirements for InterCloud as extracted from the literature study.  
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The study suggests three simulation environments for performing experiments, and 
results demonstrate the performance of a job input in a collaborative cloud interface. The 
future research step is to develop an inter-cooperative infrastructure in which jobs 
submitted within the cloud interface could be able to run in parallel within different 
environments based on the fastest execution time of the whole job input. In addition, the 
prototype will be expanded in order to support this functionality by implementing more 
complex algorithms in the CloudSim prototype. 
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